
Bpm Talk : VB.NET Basics 

.NET Types 

All volatile data in your application are stored in variables (allocated memory). These variables, depending on what data they hold can be 

of different Types. It is important to know what type a variable is so it can correctly work with / be passed to other objects that only accept 

variables of a certain type (via arguments). 

Note – objects in your application talk to each other, but they do it very loudly, in fact they interact by arguing. Your object members will 

argue with any variable with a similar type. By passing arguments, your objects work together. 

Dim Symbol As [New] Type  

Symbol is the human readable name of your memory location (aka your variable). Type could be any type in the .NET framework, but you 

must declare what type the variable will use. 

When to Use the New keyword : Some types require an object to be instantiated (class for example), in this case, use the New keyword, 

which will both assign the variables TYPE and also create a NEW object instance.  

Note – Shared functions operate without being instantiated so don’t only require you call the class name directly, which will expose the 

class members. 

Value Types (16-bytes or shorter) 

Value Types have their containing data stored on the stack. 

- Built In Value Types (byte, short, int64 etc) 

- User Defined Value Types (creating your own structures and overriding certain public members inherit from the System.ValueType type 

- Enumerations (lists of symbols and their values with return type of integer) 

- Structures (value types as they are shared by default / have public members) 

Value Types derive from the base class System.ValueType type which holds public members which can be overriden by your own 

custom value types.  Although value types are stored in memory, because ALL types in the .net framework inherit from the system.object 

class, value types act as kind of virtual objects, however remember they are not stored on the heap like most instantiated objects are. 

[VOLATILE STORAGE is temporary storage such as memory, which once the application closes is gone forever, this includes data stored 

on the stack and heap / your application data / objects]. 

NON-VOLATE STORAGE is the persistant storage such as databases and data files] 

Since value types have an implicit constructor, you do not need the New keyword when instantiating a variable as a particular type. 

Dim Symbol As ValueType 

Since value types are directly stored in memory they outperform reference types. Here are the most common Value Types :  

The most common data type objects :  

System.Byte - A single digit number (7)  System.Char - A single character (r) 

System.DateTime - The data and time  System.Integer - A whole number (4545) 

System.Double - A decimal (44.566) 

 



Reference Types 

Reference types are stored on the stack, however are just a pointer / reference to data on the managed heap. Data on the heap that does 

not have a reference from the stack is removed by the garbage collection process when not used for a while. 

Reference types are everything NOT derived from the System.ValueType type 

Strings, Objects, Exceptions, Arrays and Streams are Built In Reference Types. 

S T R I N G 

System.String - Any (2 byte / 16 bit) unicode character 

A symbol (variable) created as  type System.String contains string data on the heap. If you make a change to a string, the CLR creates a 

brand new space on the heap for the new value and moves the reference (from the stack) from the old heap location to the new. This 

means the old heap's value will be left and will eventually be cleaned up during garbage collection. A string is no longer a primitive data 

type and is an object in VB.NET. This is to support a full range of string manipulation members. 

Note that only the last line here is referenced on the heap 

Dim S As String 

S = "My" 

S += " Name" 

S += " Is Scott" 

The S symbol (stored on the stack) only references the last location on the heap. The 2 previous heap locations will be collected up by the 

garbage collector as they hold no reference from the memory stack.  This does leave information on the heap which is untidy.  Using the 

string builder string is a better way of constructing strings. 

NOTE : To write quotes inside of a string, use ""Double Quotes"" which escapes the 

quotes" 

Example methods and properties of the string object :  

Dim mystring As String = "My Name Is Scott" (allocates memory of type string and fills the memory space with text)   

mystring.ToUpper - Outputs MY NAME IS SCOTT       

mystring.Replace("Scott","Lu") - Replaces Scott with Lu       

mystring.Contains("Scott") - Returns true or false as to whether the sub string is contained in mystrings value.    

mystring.Equals("My Name is Andy") - Boolean return on whether the string value is equal.      

mystring.Empty - Represents as empty string (equiv of saying mystring = " ") 

Strings can also have a value of NULL (especially on databases), null does not mean empty. It means nothing. So use the 

IsDbNull(mystring) function to check if a string is of NULL value. 

To write the values of other objects in your applications to a string, you can use the format member (one of 46 members!), which allows 

ordinals to be placed in the output string as follows. Each {} starting at 0 represents the following arguments being passed to the format 

method. 

MessageBox.Show(String.Format(“The text in Label2 is {0}”,Label2.Text) 

S T R I N G  B U I L D E R  C L A S S  

Use the stringbuilder class to do certain string building methods / actions in different orders to an existing string. 

Dim sb As StringBuilder = New StringBuilder         

sb.Append(―This ―)            



sb.Append(―is ―)            

sb.Append(―a ―)           

sb.Append(―title.‖)            

sb.Insert(10, ―new ―) 

Label2.Text = sb.ToString() 

 

S T R E A M S / E X C E P T I O N S  

Streams are another reference type and are used to access files on the disk or across a network. Stream classes derive (inherit / 

implement interfaces) from the System.IO.Stream Base Type. 

System.IO.FileStream = This reference type is used to create a base stream used to open, read, write and close files on the disk. 

System.IO.MemoryStream = This reference type is used to create a base stream into memory, for reading and writing to the memory. 

System.IO.StreamReader = This reference type is used to read from the base stream 

System.IO.StreamWriter = This reference type is used to write to the base stream 

Note that you can use the StreamReader and StreamWriter classes to read and write to basic text files without the need for creating a 

filestream object first. You basically pass the filename you wish to read/write to as a parameter, which the constructor uses to open the file 

specified. 

Imports System.IO 

Dim SW As New StreamWriter("text.txt") 

Try 

SW.WriteLine("Hello World!") 

Catch ex As Exception 'system.exception base class ‘ Catches an exception object thrown by VB 

 Dim ERROR As New StreamWriter("errorlog.txt") 

 ERROR.WriteLine("Unable to write to text.txt, specific error :" + ex.Message) 

 ERROR.Close 

Catch ex As System.UnauthorizedAccessException 

 MsgBox("Unable to access file specified, you do not have sufficient permissions.") 

Finally ‘ Runs regardless of whether an exception was caught. 

SW.Close 

End Try 

Notice that the SW.Close is in the finally block and the creation of the SW variable is above the try block. This is because the Finally block 

is unable to reference a variable created in the Try block. This makes sense, since the error may occur as the variable is being created, in 

which case the finally would not be able to reference the variable. 

There are hundreds of built in exceptions that derive from the 

System.SystemException class.  Custom Exceptions can be created from 

System.ApplicationException class. 



Examples of exception objects : System.IO.FileNotFoundException or System.UnauthorizedAccessException. 

NOTE - DONT BOTHER SAYING CLASS OR STRUCTURE, JUST SAY TYPE!.... THATS WHY LIBRARIES ARE NOW CALLED TYPE 

LIBRARIES INSTEAD OF CLASS LIBRARIES AS THEY CAN CONTAIN MORE THAN JUST CLASSES (STRUCTURES TOO) 

E.G. DERIVES FROM SYSTEM.VALUEBASE TYPE (INSTEAD OF EITHER CLASS OR STRUCTURE OF WHICH IT COULD EITHER 

AND ITS HARD TO TELL FROM A NAME) 

STRUCTURE – SIMILAR TO CLASS HOWEVER HAS PUBLIC MEMBERS/INHERITANCE BY DEFAULT 

CLASS – SIMILAR TO STRUCTURE HOWEVER HAS PRIVATE MEMBERS / INHERITANCE BY DEFAULT (REQUIRES 

OVERRIDING/SHADOWING) 

 

Type Hierarchy 

In the .NET Framework, if a class does not have an explicitly stated base class (i.e. Inherits Blah Blah), its base class is System.Object. 

This means that all classes ultimately derive from System.Object. Indeed, all types in 

the Framework type system—even the fundamental types, structures, enumerations, delegates, and arrays—derive from Object through 

special base classes that cannot otherwise be inherited from. Structures and the predefined types derive from the type 

System.ValueType. Enumerations derive from the type System.Enum. Delegates derive from the type 

System.Delegate. Arrays derive from the type System.Array. And all these types inherit from System.Object. 

Therefore System.Object is the ROOT of the Type Hierarchy. The inheritance is implicit so you will 

not see an inherits statement in any base class. 

What this means is that any type in the type system can be converted to Object. This makes Object a universal type. A method that 

takes Object can accept any type, while a field typed as Object can store any type. This is why an event handling method accepts 

SENDER (the object raising the event) AS OBJECT as its parameter... meaning it can accept any sending type. 

The Object type combines the capabilities that used to be split between the Object type and the Variant type in previous versions of Visual 

Basic. 

One interesting aspect of this design is that Object is a reference type. This raises the question: How can structures and fundamental 

types like Integer and Double, all of which are value types, inherit from a reference type? More specifically, how can a value type like 

Integer be converted to its base class, Object, when Object is a reference type? The Framework solves this conundrum through a process 

called boxing. When a value type is converted to Object, the Framework copies the value stored in the value type to the heap and returns 

a reference to the value. This process is called boxing the value type. Note however that to un-box the object back to a value type you 

must un-box back to the original type and not just any old type. THE CLR IS ESSENTIALLY BOXING UP 

YOUR VALUE TYPE AND PUTTING IT ON THE HEAP OF BOXES. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

S U M M A R Y 

The .NET Framework includes a large number of built-in types that you can use directly or use to build your own custom types. 

■ Value types directly contain their data, offering excellent performance. However, value types are limited to types that store very small 

pieces of data. In the .NET Framework, all value types are 16 bytes or shorter. 

■ You can create user-defined types that store multiple values and methods. In object-oriented development environments, a large 

portion of your application logic will be stored in user-defined types. 

■ Enumerations improve code readability by providing symbols for a set of values. 

 



Reference types contain the address of data rather than the actual data. 

■ When you copy a value type, a second copy of the value is created. When you copy a reference type, only the pointer is copied. 

Therefore, if you copy a reference type and then modify the copy, both the copy and the original variables are changed. 

■ The .NET Framework includes a large number of built-in reference types that you can use directly or use to build your own custom 

types. 

■ Strings are immutable; use the StringBuilder class to create a string dynamically. 

■ Use streams to read from and write to files, memory, and the network. 

■ Use the Catch clause within Try blocks to filter exceptions by type. Close and dispose of non memory resources in the Finally clause of 

a Try block. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Custom Classes 

Almost all applications will require the construction of your own custom classes that represent real world objects like, users and accounts. 

In any OOP based programming language most of the work is done inside of objects. 

Classes in .NET are implemented in a very consistent way so that they have similar features that can be learnt across all classes. For 

example .ToString is a method that all classes have to convert an instance of the class to a string object. 

This consistancy across classes is down to INHERITANCE and INTERFACES. 

I N H E R I T A N C E 

Use inheritance to create new custom classes that are based on and take on functionality from other classes. As an example, we will 

create a custom exception 

Public Class ScottsException 

 Inherits System.ApplicationException 

Public Overrides ReadOnly Property Message() As String 

 Get 

 Return "Scotts Application has just gone wrong!" 

 End Get 

 End Property 

End Class 

Once the class is specified in a class library file, it can be used in a Try Catch Clause. 

I N T E R F A C E S  

Use Interfaces (also known as Contracts) to define a common set of members that all classes that implement the interface must provide. 

For example IDisposable is an interface that ensures a single method (Dispose) which disposes of resources used by an instance of your 

class. To impement the IDisposable interface :  

Public Class ScottsClass 

 Implements IDisposable 

End Class 



In Visual basic, Visual studio automatically creates the code for the members being implemented from the interface. Once the dispose 

method has been created by VS, you write the necessary code the dispose of resourcs used by your class. Creating an Interface : 

Interface IMyInterface 

 Function Send() As Boolean 

 Property Message() As String 

 Property Address() As String 

End Interface 

By creating a Class that Implements IMyInterface, VS will automatically create the syntax for each of the interface members. 

Generics 

Generics are part of the .NET type system. It allows you to define a Type (Class, Class Member etc), but leave certain details unspecified.  

Instead of specifying types of parameters or member classes, you can allow the code that uses the type (class / class member) to specify 

it dynamically. This allows consuming code to tailor the type to its own specific needs. 

The are lots of built in generic classes in the System.Collections.Generic namespace. 

When you use a generic type (class) you pass it a data type as a parameter of the class. For example, creating a Queue that acts on 

String data, the syntax is : 

Dim StringQueue As System.Collections.Generic.Queue(Of String)       The object StringQueue will now work with string data exclusively. 

The creation of a Generic Class :  

Public Class classHolder(Of t) 

    Public Sub processNewItem(ByVal newItem As t) 

        Dim tempItem As t 

        ' Insert code that processes an item of data type t. 

    End Sub 

End Class 

 

Events 

Windows forms may need to wait for user interaction (e.g. button click) or a server application may need to wait for a network request... 

These are Events and you handle these Events with code using event handlers. Objects will RAISE an event when something within that 

object (like a property value change for example) happens. The changed object effectively shouts out a message and is known as the 

sending object / sender object of the event.  

These events will need to be handled by a method of some sort, called the event Handler. Similar to how a Catch clause catches thrown 

exception objects, the event handler acts on an event raised by a sending object, the difference however is that sending object does not 

know which event handler with catch the event message. 

Delegates 

Delegates are objects that  you use to reference the methods of other objects  (sometimes known as type-safe function pointers). 

Delegates are a Reference Type based on the System.Delegate base Class. Delegates can reference both Shared (static) methods 

(methods that can be called without being instantiated) and instance members. 



A delegate has a signature and it can only hold references to methods that have that signature. 

Attributes 

Attributes describe a Type, Method or Property in a way that can be programmatically queried using a technique called Reflection. You 

can create attributes to : 

- Specify the security privileges a class requires 

- Declare capabilities, such as supporting serialization 

- Describe the assembly by providing attributes such as Title, Description and Copyright information. 

 

Attributes derive from the System.Attribute base class and are specified by using <> notation. Example of assembly information: 

<Assembly: AssemblyTitle("ch01vb")> 
<Assembly: AssemblyDescription("Chapter 1 Samples")> 
<Assembly: AssemblyCompany("Microsoft Learning")> 
<Assembly: AssemblyProduct("ch01vb")> 
<Assembly: AssemblyCopyright("Copyright © 2006")> 
<Assembly: AssemblyTrademark("")> 

To enable a Class to be serializable for example, you must declare the <Serializable()> attribute like this: 

<Serializable()> Class ShoppingCartItem 
End Class 

Serialization is the process of turning an object into a series of bits so it can be stored on a storage medium or 

transmitted across a network connection link. This allows persisting of objects to disk. Remember that a biztalk 

orchestration can be set as serializable in order for it to be persisted to the database. 

■ Use inheritance to create new types based on existing ones. 
■ Use interfaces to define a common set of members that must be implemented by related types. 
■ Partial classes split a class definition across multiple source files. 
■ Events allow you to run a specified method when something occurs in a different section of code. 
■ Use attributes to describe assemblies, types, and members. 

 

Conversion Between Types 

You sometimes need to compare to different types, for example seeing if an integer (3) is bigger than a double (2.33). You also may need 

to pass a double to a function that requires an integer or string as a ByVal parameter. 

Implicit (implied / hidden) Conversion is the process of assigning a variable of one type to another type and having the conversation 

automatically take place. (e.g. a = 1 (int), b = 1.2 (double)... a = b – Conversation allowed). 

Explicit (made clear) Conversion can be done using special conversion functions such as CType and CInt etc and by type 

members such as Parse and ToString. 

The following list converts types from one to another. The name of the function determines the output of the function. These are actually 

VBScript Functions. Note that passing NULL to some of these will result in an exception being thrown. 

CBool() - Returns Boolean  CByte() - Returns Byte (8 bits, upto 255)  CDate() - Returns Date 

 CDbl() - Returns Double 

CDec() - Returns Decimal  CInt() - Returns Integer   CObj() - Returns Object Type

 CStr() - Returns String 

Typical Example 



Dim MyDouble, MyString 

MyDouble = 437.324         ' MyDouble is a Double. 

MyString = CStr(MyDouble)   ' MyString contains "437.324". 

Examples of using the CType (Convert Type) function used to convert between types (value and reference) :  

CType(TextBox1.Text, Integer) 

In the above example, the TextBox1.Text is a string represented number. We convert it to an integer for the purpose of a calculation. If 

you try and convert a letter to an Integer through, visual basic throws you a InvalidCastException exception object. Casting is the 

process of converting one type to another. 

Note – If a user enters data as a string which you need to cast to another data type, the above InvalidCastException may occur because 

they have entered invalid characters outside of your control. Ensure you use a Try Catch block in order to catch this exception is VB 

throws it. 

P A R S I N G  

Parsing is the process of getting (mainly) string data types into a different data types. You use the name of the target data type and then 

select that types PARSE method as shown below. This takes the string input and converts to whatever data type you have chosen to call 

the method on. 

datatime.parse(mystringdate) 

This will return the string representation of the date passed in and return an actual datetime object. The same applies for other data types 

as shown in the below examples: 

Integer.Parse(mystringnumber) 

Byte.Parse(mystringnumber) 

This allows you to accept string based values from text boxes on the form and in the background convert them to their needed type for 

calculations and database storage for example. In .NET 2.0 there is now a TryParse method that indicates whether the parse 

method will in fact succeed. Pre .NET 2.0 you would have to just try the parse method and catch an exception if it failed. 

 

B O X I N G / U N - B O X I N G 

Boxing Conversion in the process of converting a Value Type to a Reference Type.  Un-boxing Conversion is the process of converting a 

Reference Type to a Value Type. 

For clarity let’s say that a Reference Type (i.e. an Object) is in a box, since it tends to be bigger in size than a value type. 

Boxing however adds overhead to your applications, especially for repeating tasks. Boxing and un-boxing should be avoided if possible. 

 

C U S T O M   C O N V E R S I O N S  

You can of course override inherited conversion class members, such as ToString and Parse in your custom derived class. Override 

allows for functionality of the inherited member to be changed to better suit the class you are building. 

Summary Of Type Basics 

- Value types are small variables that store data directly rather than storing a pointer to a second memory location that contains 
the data. Assignment between value types copies the data from one variable to the other, creating a separate instance of the 
data. You can make value types nullable using the Nullable generic type, and you can create structures that combine multiple 
value types. 

 



- Reference types contain the address of data rather than the actual data. The .NET Framework includes thousands of reference 
types to perform almost any task you could require. The most commonly used reference type is the String class. Because the 
String class is immutable, it behaves differently from other reference types: when you copy a string, a unique instance of the 
data is created. When you copy most reference classes, only the pointer is copied, which means changes made to one 
instance are also reflected in the other instance. When an unexpected event occurs, the .NET Framework throws an exception. 
You can handle these exceptions by creating Try/Catch blocks in your code. 

 
- Classes in .NET Framework languages are custom types that can include value types, reference types, methods, attributes, 

and properties. To enable consistency between classes, you can use inheritance (where you derive a new class from an 
existing class) or an interface (where you are required to implement specified interfaces). Generics enable you to create a 
class or method that works with a variety of types. To enable applications to respond to planned events, you can raise and 
respond to events. 

- Conversion enables you to compare and copy values between different types. Implicit conversion happens automatically and 
behaves differently in Visual Basic and C#. C# allows implicit conversion for only narrowing conversions, where no information 
could be lost. Visual Basic allows implicit conversion for both narrowing and widening conversions. When values are converted 
from a value type to a reference type, it is considered boxing. Unboxing occurs if you assign a reference object to a value type. 

Key Terms 

■boxing 
■ cast 
■ constraint 
■ contract 
■ exception 
■ filtering exceptions 
■ garbage collection 
■ generic type 
■ heap 
■ interface 
■ narrowing 
■ nullable type 
■ signature 
■ stack 
■ structure 
■ unboxing 
■ widening 


